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The LCP Manual has been used as the main references to local planning authorities (LPA), 
developer/land owner and town planning consultant in submitting development applications since 
2001. The manual also be able to guides all the professional town planning consultants in preparing the 
LCP and assisting LPA in considering and evaluating the planning and land development approvals, in 
which LCP submitted must be complianced to the current planning and land development needs. 
However, the question of whether existing LCP Manual that been used as a reference by LPA and 
Consultants currently are really comprehensive in technical and planning legislation need to be analyze 
thoroughly in this study. From the perspective of legislation especially on National Land Code, (NLC) 
1965, currently the preparation of LCP for land development still not comprehensive due to other land 
development application not been taken into account as part of LCP submission for planning permission, 
not standardize, and not compliance to One Stop Centre (OSC) submission requirement resulting 
confusing among consultant in preparing LCP for land development. The used of manual also not 
uniform and varies between states and not been complianced to requirement and unfriendly to the 
users. Therefore, it’s vital in this study to focus on the three (3) main objectives in which was outlined 
and to be achieved by conducting thorough analysis and findings from interview with respondents from 
LPA (public services) and consultants (private practice). The second analysis to be carried out is on the 
scope, types, procedures and contents of existing LCP Manual and lastly need to be analyzed on the 
comparisons of the process and the used of LCP checklist by three (3) case studies in JPBDSel, MBSA and 
PJC. In conclusion, the used of LCP Manual have strengthened the national development control systems 
especially on land matters dan development in which has been tied to NLC, 1965 and TCP Act, 1976. 
Thus, the amendments and improvement to the existing LCP Manual must be in line and concurrent 
with those Acts and need to be implemented to ensure the needs and development control process of 
planning and land development would be implemented systematically and efficiently towards the 
process and administrative of land development in Malaysia 
